Image celebrating the observation of Tcc in 2021
by the LHCb collaboration… an intrinsic exotic state!
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Outline
• This is very short talk → I will only cover just a small set of results
• See also Elisabetta Spadaro Norella’s plenary talk (May 20 ): “QCD spectroscopy and hadronic structure”
• So double-heavy baryons (Ξ , Ω , etc…) and SM excited resonances will not be covered
• Shopping list:
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• Observation of a new T state
• Evidence for a new structure in the J/ψp(p) systems in B → J/ψpp decays
• Short overview of recent results on X(3872), now χc1(3872)
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The LHCb experiment is an extraordinary gym
spectroscopy both for “conventional” and “exotic”
excellent tracking, PID and trigger ef iciency
+bene it from high cross-sections at LHC

PRL 128, 062001 (2022)

ATLAS and CMS also provide important contributions
Higher statistics, excellent muon reconstruction
But need to select hadron with high PT
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Exotica
• As a reminder… “Exotic” → anything different from qq and qqq
• Quite a long story now from 2003 with Belle’s observation of the X(3872) → J/ψ π π (almost 20 yo)
• Now there are also ongoing efforts to unify names of exotic states. E.g. the X(3872) should be χc1(3872)
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Observation of a new Tcc+ state
• Presented at EPS-HEP 2021 for the irst time (two papers)
• Double heavy spectroscopy is now a fact in the LHC physics program!
• Charged state with double charm content (two D meson with same “charge” in the same
• Very narrow peak just above the threshold with striking signi icance over background
• Paper now accepted for publication in Nature Physics in April 2022
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inal state)

A lot of hype generated!
And a lot of nice theory papers as well!
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Observation of a new Tcc+ state
• T , with a new quark content ccud
• Charged double-charmed state is manifestly exotic
• Narrow peak in the D D π meson mass spectrum
• The new state is just below D* D mass threshold
• Sample is extremely pure
• Mass is consistent with expected isoscalar J =1
• Subtract fake-D background using 2D it to (m , m )
• No evidence in opposite sign sample
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DeltaM wrt the threshold

Narrow resonance
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Syst due to quantum numbers

arXiv:2109.01056

• More re ined description of the the signal component
• Taking into account the threshold effects
• Uncertainties reduced considerably
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Observation of a new Tcc+ state
arXiv:2109.01038
• In arXiv:2109.01056 a detailed study of the new T state was performed
arXiv:2109.01056
• In brief:
• Study of the DD mass spectra disfavours interpretation of resonance as the isovector state
• Decay structure via intermediate off-shell D mesons (con irmed by D π mass distribution)
• Also an unexpected dependence of the production rate on track multiplicity is observed
cc
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Similar to production from
double parton scattering
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Observation of a new Tcc+ state
• This search nicely complements previous studies on states with double heavy quark content
• E.g. in July 2020, LHCb announced the possible discovery of a four-charm quark tetraquark in J/ΨJ/Ψ
• Multi-charm hadrons are now a fact in LHCb since the discovery of the Ξ baryon
• It would be nice to see what we could do in the b-sector as well, but production rates are limited…
cc

Phys. Rev. Lett. 119, 112001 (2017)
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New structure in J/ψp: Bs0→J/ψpp decays
• New analysis involving pentaquark searches
• LHCb has investigated many modes in the past involving the J/ψp system (but in baryons)
PRL 128, 062001 (2022)
• This analysis: amplitude analysis of flavour-untagged B →J/ψpp
• Decay observed and reported by LHCb in 2019 → now amplitude analysis
• Very interesting inal state because of the symmetry of the Dalitz plot
• Sample of 797 ± 31 signal events
s
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J/ψ p p
Nice inal
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New structure in J/ψp: Bs0→J/ψpp decays
• 4D amplitude analysis in Φ=(m , cosθ , cosθ , φ)
• Evidence for a new structure in the J/ψp and J/ψp systems
• Signi icance in the range of 3.1σ to 3.7σ, depending on the assigned J hypothesis
• There could be even a “glueball” contribution in pp, but nothing signi icant is found
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X(3872), now χc1(3872)
• Several progress ongoing on the X(3872), now χ (3872)
• More on this in Elisabetta’s talk, here just a collection of results
• Discovered in 2003 by the Belle collaboration in the B → KX(3872), with X(3872) → J/ψππ (almost 20 yo)
• State is narrow and at threshold → debate ongoing on molecular state
• A lot of recent results both on pp and ion collisions
c1

JHEP 01 (2022) 131

LHCb-CONF-2022-001

Phys. Rev. Lett. 128 (2022) 032001

The rst evidence for X(3872) production
in relativistic heavy ion collisions
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Observation of ω contribution to χc1(3872) → J/ψππ decays
• Study of B → K χ 3872)
arXiv:2204.12597
• Observation of resonant structures in the dipion mass spectrum
• A sizeable contribution from the isospin conserving χ (3872 )→ ωJ/ψ is established (21.4±2.3±2.0)%
• The amplitude of isospin violating decay χ (3872)→ρ J/ψ (relative to isospin conserving decay ωJ/ψ)
• is a factor of six larger than expected for a pure charmonium state
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ω contribution is small (~2%)
but enhanced by ω-ρ interference (~19%)
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Conclusions
I cannot conclude without citing the famous plot on discovered states at LHC…
Growing extremely fast!

https://www.nikhef.nl/~pkoppenb/particles.html

• This was a very short talk containing only the very latest results
• All results exploiting the large dataset collected during Run1 and Run2
• More research is ongoing + LHC restart → more luminosity → new potential discoveries!
• A bright future ahead for both conventional and exotica when more data will be available

Please stay tuned!
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Conclusions
I cannot conclude without citing the famous plot on discovered states at LHC…
Growing extremely fast!
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And these are the exotics only!
X,Z states and even Pc!

• This was a very short talk containing only the very latest results
• All results exploiting the large dataset collected during Run1 and Run2
• More research is ongoing + LHC restart → more luminosity → new potential discoveries!
• A bright future ahead for both conventional and exotica when more data will be available

Please stay tuned!
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